We can find several examples of research that has focused on understanding fall-related problems. For example, the problems of fall-related injuries among the elderly have been investigated to provide a systematic approach to fall prevention [4] . The investigation of prediction accuracy is important to predict falls in older people living in residential care facilities [5] . Population-based interventions for reducing injuries related to falls among older people is necessary [6] . Fall prevention strategies for assisted living residents as well as the importance of evidence-based fall assessment and interventions to reduce the risk of falling were discussed in [7] . Detailed study of the application of wireless sensor networks to real-world habitat monitoring is essential to improved the identification of falls using wireless networks [8] .
This work focused on falls in elderly people who are not chronic disease patients. In this research, we used a body sensor network of Shimmer sensors to analyse falls in the elderly. In the proposed system, real-time data obtained from Shimmer sensors is used for analysis to detect certain activities that could lead to falls in the elderly. Feature selection is done in such a way that accelerometer and gyro meter data can be gathered from the Shimmer sensors. Our dataset was gathered through the involvement of 140 subjects, and it was categorized based on their ages and weights; the subjects performed certain activities that could lead to falls. Furthermore, we implemented and analyzed the shimmer sensor data using three classification methods, namely, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and neural network for various scenarios.
In this section, we present a selected review of fall detection systems and methodologies. Sposaro and Tyson [9] proposed an Android-based fall application, iFall, which uses Android phones having accelerometer sensors to gather data for analysis based on a thresholding algorithm. In their paper, Yavuz et al. [10] presented a fall detector that uses an integrated accelerometer on smartphones, in which they use the discrete wavelet transformation algorithm for fall detection. In their conference paper, Tacconi et al. [11] proposed a ubiquitous sensing user-friendly device, called iTUG. Neggazi et al. [12] suggeted a compression sensing approach in which they use Intel's Shimmer as a wireless wearable sensing platform which uses 3D acceleration data as well as ECG and gyroscope data. Ojetola et al. [13] presented a description of datasets and experimental protocols designed for the simulation of falls and near-falls, and activitiesof daily living (ADL) simulation was carried out in a laboratory environment using wearable inertial sensors (acceleration and angular velocity). Dau et al. [14] introduced a classifier based on a genetic programming learning-based approach for fall detection, which finds the discrimination rule to separate falls from non-falls. Rakhman et al. [15] presented a prototype for a ubiquitous fall detection and alert system, uFast, which uses a smartphone. Soto-Mendoza et al. [16] proposed a scheduling system for improving the lives of the elderly. Feldwieser et al. [17] conducted a clinical study to detect falls and analyzed their effects and consequences with the help of a fall protocol using an accelerometer as well as optic and acoustic sensors. Kansiz et al. [18] evaluated the time-domain features to determine the most discriminative features from supervised learning methods for fall detection. Brezmes et al. [19] developed a real-time monitoring system of human activities using a single cell phone equipped with an accelerometer, a magnetometer and an ambient light sensor. Dai et al. [20] propose a platform for a pervasive fall detection system using mobile phones, called PerFallId. Kwolek and Kepski [21] adopted the depth map approach to improve fall detection. Figure 1 shows the percentages of methodologies used for the work mentioned in this section. It is quite clear that the threshold-based algorithm has been used in most of this research.
Since most of these studies have used an accelerometerbased range of values in their evaluations, it can be the case for such a high percentage of threshold-based algorithms. Table 1 compares the studies that included threshold-based algorithms. As seen in Table 1 , most of these studies used mobile phones to acquire data due to their easy availability. However, there are certain issues related to the reliability of readings obtained from cell phones due to their placement and the uncontrolled environment. Also, in most of these previous studies, sensors have been placed on the subject's waist for reliability [22] . Therefore, in this work, we use Shimmer sensors, which are specifically designed for these types of applications. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a summary of related work and the methodology used in developing the proposed fall detection system. We present the fall detection prototype including its architecture and core functionalities in this section.
In Section III, we report the analysis and evaluation of the prototype. Finally, we summarize our findings and suggest directions for future work in Section IV.
II. Methods
In this section, we propose the mechanism of our system on the basis of the following assumptions. (1) We consider elderly people with no chronic health problems, such as diabetes or cardiac disease. (2) We consider 3 to 4 ADL that could lead to falls in the elderly. (3) We assume that the proposed system works under a controlled environment, i.e., external factors or noise could not change the state of the system. (4) We categorized our data set on the basis of age and weight groups to ensure the accuracy of our analysis.
Prototype
To build the prototype, we used the Shimmer3 IMU evalu- Fall Detection System for the Elderly ation kit, as shown in Figure 2A , with inertial measurement sensors. Keeping in view the recent advancement and assessments in wireless body area sensor network (WBASN) technology, we use Shimmer sensors placed on the body as the WBASN for the proposed fall detection system. Figure 2B shows the architecture of the proposed system prototype and its core functionalities. The WBASN of Shimmer sensors is shown in the diagram on the left. In this sense, the real-time monitoring of elderly subjects performing certain activities was done for both data collection and classification. Shimmer sensors were selected because they are well-designed, wearable wireless sensors that provide superior data quality, which is important for the data accumulation process. They offer the best data quality with 10 DoF (degree of freedom) inertial sensing via acceleration, a gyrometer, magnetometer, and altimeter, each with selectable range [23] . Hence, many researchers, such as Park et al. [24] have worked to develop a web-based information system for the elderly; their efforts have focused on contributing to health promotion for seniors and providing a community for elderly health. Moreover, Haghi et al. [25] briefly reviewed the usability of wearable sensors in a hospital IoT as a reliable tool for healthcare observations.
Architecture and Core Functionalities
The proposed fall detection architecture is presented in Fig- ure 2B, which also shows the core functionalities of the proposed system, which are as the following: data acquisition, feature extraction, classification, and alert generation.
1) Data acquisition phase
In this phase, we acquired data from the Shimmer sensors as shown in Figure 2 . The dataset was gathered through the involvement of 140 people. These participants were asked to perform several activities, and data was collected using our prototype system. For the proof of concept, in this study, we selected activities that could lead to a fall such as sitting from the standing position, The dataset consisted of 132 samples of standing posture, 138 samples of standing to sitting movement 134 samples of walking movement, and 5 samples of falls, which were collected using male volunteers who were not above 25 years of age. However, these latter samples were excluded later as our interim analysis suggested that these were outliers and could not contribute to fall detection with respect to the other samples. Moreover, only one of the five fall samples was pertinent enough to be used for future analysis of falls. We collected data for each of the samples for 5 seconds. To be more precise about the present research, we considered different locations for collecting data. It included the Edhi Foundation old age home in Karachi, the old age cial Education Centre (University of Karachi) for elderly people in Pakistan. This entire process of data acquisition has resulted in the data set called "SMotion" [26] .
For the categorization of the dataset, we categorized the various items using age and weight groups. Here, we made 3 age groups with intervals of 31-40, 41-50, and above 50 years. Whereas, interval of weight groups are 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80-89, and 90-99 kg. Since, we are more concerned with the elderly, so we did not include young adults. We categorized the data according to different weight groups to recognize the overweight and underweight of elderly because these people have a greater risk associated with falling than other weight groups.
2) Feature selection phase We collated data using Shimmer inertial measurement sensors, such as triaccelerometer, trigyrometer, temperature, pressure, and magnetometer sensors. In the data acquisition phase, we constructed the SMotion dataset, considering certain activities that can lead to falls in the elderly. The data is stored as CSV files that consist of raw and calibrated data obtained from accelerometer, gyrometer, pressure, temperature, and magnetometer sensors. For the classification and detection of falls using this dataset, we selected only lownoise raw data of the x, y, z axes of the accelerometer and gyrometer sensors after initial pre-processing as they are the most relevant features. The total acceleration can be calculated as
Similarly, the total gyroscope value can be calculated as
The graphs shown in Figure 3 justify the selection of features in all four activities. It also shows the variation of sense values over a specific time during standing, standing to sitting, walking, and fallin, respectively.
3) Classification phase
In the classification phase, we employed key classification algorithmsona selected feature of the dataset to classify and then predict falls in the elderly. Since we are concerned with fall detection in the elderly, we used the machine learning approach to form a model that can predict and learn from the process. In the supervised learning approach, each observation is assigned a label or response.It is then the task of the classification model to predict a response from known responses for each observation from the given dataset. We used SVM and KNN classification in the supervised learning approach. An SVM classifies data by finding the hyperplane on the basis of the best-fit margin and separating data points of one class from those of another. The mathematical definition for SVM is given as
This classifier is constructed based on the following assumptions:
If there is a set M of x points and a distance function, KNN search lets us find the k closest points in M to a query point or set of points N. In the dataset, we used the k-fold crossvalidation method to select the portion of data using the number of folds or divisions. The model was trained for each fold using all the data outside the fold. The testing was done for each model using the data inside the fold. We used the kfold cross-validation method to check the accuracy of each given algorithm, and we compared them as shown in Figure 4 .
In the classification phase, we used neural network as a supervised learning-based algorithm. Neural networks consist Fall Detection System for the Elderly of simple elements functioning in parallel. These elements are based on biological nervous systems. Also, in nature, the links between elements largely determine the function of a network. A neural network can be trained to accomplish a function by changing the values of the links (weights) between elements. Normally, neural networks are accommodated, or trained, so that a specific input leads to an exact target output. Here, the network is accommodated, based on evaluation of the output and the target, until the network output matches the target. However, many such input/target sets are required to train a network. Thedataset was divided as follows: 70% training samples, 15% validation samples, and 15% testing sample with 10 neurons per hidden layer.Sincethe dataset was not very large, selecting 70% of data for training produced the desired result. However, we also changed the sampling strategy to check for accuracy. Figure 5 shows various sampling strategies that we have applied to the dataset. It shows that different numbers of samples for different training, testing, and validation setsproduced different mean square errors (MSEs). The MSE linefor training, testing, and validation also suggests that 70% training data producesthe best results.
4) Alert generation phase
Based on the classification results, this phase defined the interaction of the prototype with end users, i.e., caregivers, doctors, or emergency services. This fall detection prototype was design to be used with a Windows or Android platform. For simplicity, here we show results for the proposed system implemented on an Android app. Figure 6 shows screen shots of the initial version of the Android app prototype testing. The four screens clearly show the phases of the system.
Since Shimmer can easily be calibrated through a Windows or Android phone, this system allow users to sense through the Shimmer device by easy connectivity. Furthermore, this system has ease of access for end users. The screens are designed to provide easy interaction with the system for end users.
Finally, the data can be saved in several file formats for easy analysis using any spread sheet software. Alertsare generated by triggering response values after the analysis phase.
III. Results
In this section, we present analysis and evaluation regarding implementation of the proposed prototype on the dataset. Considering the above-mentioned factors, we now present the system parameter settings for our prototype. After that, we present analysis and results based on the outcomes of datasets by using data visualization, prediction accuracy, and performance evaluation techniques. 
System Parameters
In this subsection, we will present the system parameter settings for our prototype. We will further subdivide this section into two categories: general simulation parameters and configuration parameters.
1) General simulation parameters
For general simulations, we present here different parameters to define our system setting. The simulator we used for analyzing our datasets was MATLAB version R2015a on 64-bit Windows operating system. We used the 'Classification Learner' and 'Neural Network Pattern Recognition' toolbox to calculate the overall accuracy of the dataset for the corresponding classifiers.
2) Configuration parameters
For the configuration parameters, we present different scenarios for each classifier. Configuration of scenario 1 is, 'number of neighbours' are (3,5,10,100), 'cross-validation folds' are (6, 5, 4, 3) , 'distance metric' set to Euclidian, and 'distance weight' set to equal. Configuration of scenario 2 is, 'kernel function' was Gaussian, 'box constraint level' was 1, 'kernel scale mode' was auto and 'multiclass method' set to one-vs-one. Finally, configuration of scenario 3 is, 'number of hidden layer' is 1, 'number of neurons per hidden layer' is 10, 'number of neurons per input layer' is 6, 'number of neurons per output layer' is 3-6, 'data division' set to random, 'training mode' is LevenbergMarquardt and 'performance' measured on MSE.
In the KNN classifier, we set different numbers of neighbours and different cross-validation folds to check for accuracy on each fold. The distance metric was set to Euclidian as weights were assigned equal distance. For different neighbours and cross-validation folds, Figure 7 shows that, as the number of neighbours increase, the accuracy of the KNN classifier decreases. This is because when there are too many neighbours of different classes, it leads to an ambiguous result. Similarly, an increase in cross-validation folds increases the accuracy of the classifier because the number of training samples in each fold increased.
In the SVM classifier, weset the kernel function to be Gaussian or a radial basis function that identifies classes with finely-detailed distinctions with the kernel set to sqrt(P)/4, where P is the number of predictors. The box constraint level allows values of the Lagrange multipliers in a box of a bounded region. An increase in the box constraint level results in a decrease in the number of support vectors, but the training time eventually increases. The kernel scale mode is set to auto because it uses the heuristic procedure to select the scale values. To reproduce the result in the kernel scale mode, the random number seed is set since the heuristic procedure uses subsampling. The multiclass method we used in SVM was one-to-one, because it uses one learner for each pair of classes and distinguishes one class from the other class.
For neural network, we used a feedforward network that contains a series of layers. The first layer is the input layer; in our case, it consists of 6 neurons, which are the 3-axial accelerometer and gyrometer obtained information from the dataset. The next layer is a hidden layer, which consists of 10 neurons. Each neuron is used to compute the fitting behaviour for the input layer by using sigmoid functions. In the next layer, the hidden neurons transfer information to the output layer, which then transfers the output using a linear function. In the output layer, there are 3-6 neurons which represent different classes associated with the dataset. For data division, we used a random function. LevenbergMarquardt training updates the weights and biases in each layer using Levenberg-Marquardt optimization, which is the fastest optimization algorithm for supervised learning, but it requires more memory. This training algorithm requires a MSE performance function. 
Trade-Off Comparison of Classifiers
A variety of trade-offs for the different classifiers in this context are compared and shown in Table 2 .
Data Visualization
In this research, weanalyzed various classifiers and then tabulated the results obtained for SVM, KNN, and neural network. By using data visualization tools, such as MATLAB and R, we visualized the classification regions of SVM and KNN. We used a 5-fold cross-validation method for training dataset. Figures 8 and 9 show the results, accumulated from 20,236 records in dataset and a snapshot as listed in Tables 3 and 4 . Whereas, Figure 8 also shows KNN classification for different activities in which accelerometer data was used to classify 3 nearest neighbours for 3-NN classification for a single person. The region lies in the walking area since all the three neighbours are identified as having a walk response label.
For SVM classification, we used MATLAB multiclass functions, svmtrain and fitcsvm, to correctly classify amongmultiple set of classes. To visualize those classes, we set a fine grid plot within a scatter plot and then predicted the region for each class with respect to its corresponding SVM model. Figure 8 shows the classification regions of the three activities we considered. The SVM classification can be clearly seen through the predicted regions seen in Figures 9 and 10 . This is a sample image which was obtained by visualization based on thex and y axes data of the accelerometer. Any two axes can be visualized using 2D scatter plot visualization. For KNN classification, we used the MATLAB fitcknn function from the ClassificationKNN method. We used a scatter plot to visualize different responses. Then a marker was set to identify a new point, Xnew, which predicts the Knearest neighbours close to Xnew. In our dataset, the number of neighbours was set to 1. We used Euclidean distance metrics calculated as
where d ij is the distance from i to j, x is the matrix mx by n treated as mx(1 by n) row vectors x 1 , x 2 , xmx. Similarly, y is the matrix my by n treated as my(1 by n) row vectors y 1 , y 2 , ymy [28] .
Prediction Accuracy
We calculated the prediction accuracy of the classifiers based on age and weight groups by testing the model based onthecross-validation techniques discussed above. Table 5 show the result in terms of the percentage of accuracy of different classifiers as calculated for our dataset. It is clear from Table 6 that, at a certain point when the dataset is not very big, KNN and SVM give the best results, whereas neural network gives an average result. On the other hand, SVM gives data with nearer accuracy to KNN but it takes a bit more time to evaluate. Thus, based on these observations, we concluded that KNN gives the best possible result in the least possible time in comparison to other classifiers.
Performance Evaluation
We further analysed the classification performance using performance evaluation-based metrics of sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity is the capability of identifying all real falls, which can be measured as Figure 10 shows the confusion matrix of overall data and applying the most accurate classifier, i.e., KNN to the dataset, the sensitivity of elderly data was 94% and the specificity was 96.23%. Such high sensitivity and specificity also suggest that KNN has most true positives and true negatives from the dataset.
IV. Discussion
Considering the high mortality rate due to falls in the elderly we focused on developing a fall detection system prototype. We utilized third-generation Shimmer sensor in a wireless body area sensor network connected with the application. We first built the SMotion dataset of some activities performed bytheelderly that could lead to falls. In this work, we employed the most commonly use classification techniques such as SVM, KNN, and neural network as a supervised learning approach. The data was visualized using SVM and KNN classification. The evaluation results of this study identified KNN as the most accurate classifier with the maximum accuracy of 96% for age groups and 93% for weight groups as shown in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. We also presented the confusion matrix and sensitivity and specificity of implementation for in-depth analysis. We also tested the end user experience using the Android app. Finally, we will focus on fall risk estimation using the Shimmer EMG sensor kit in the future. 
